Variations of the 1H spin-lattice relaxation in a fatty liver model as compared to normal liver.
We report the results of an in vitro study on ethionine-injected rat liver (EI) and on normal rat liver (C) performed analyzing with iterative fitting procedures the 1H spin-lattice relaxation curves detected by IR pulse sequence at 20 MHz and at 37 degrees C on fresh excised samples. Single-exponential functions did not adequately describe the experimental curves both in EI and in C group. The analysis of the curves by two-exponential hypothesis showed a small portion of the signal characterizable by a time constant of about 80 ms, common both to EI and to C samples. A slowing of about 30% in the relaxation characterized the remaining portion of the curve (90-95%) in EI as compared to C samples. The hypothesis that the 1H of the triglycerides vacuoles present in EI livers had a relaxation curve additional to the remaining signal was checked by three-exponential analysis. The results were not in contrast with the known value of the triglycerides percentage content and with the spin-lattice relaxation time of the -CH2 group 1H obtained in different experimental conditions in the same fatty liver model. The negative results of the three-exponential analysis on normal liver curves as well as the favorable controls performed to test the analysis procedure supported further this hypothesis. The remaining signal after subtraction of the triglycerides contribution showed still the small fast portion and the increase of the relaxation time of the major portion (from approximately 300 ms up to approximately 400 ms) as compared to C samples.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)